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Force-velocity relation for growing biopolymers

A. E. Carlsson
Department of Physics, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri 63130-4899

~Received 1 March 2000; revised manuscript received 10 July 2000!

The process of force generation by the growth of biopolymers is simulated via a Langevin-dynamics
approach. The monomer-monomer interaction forces are taken to have simple forms that favor the growth of
straight fibers from solution, and they are taken to grow against a flat obstacle. The force-velocity relation is
obtained from the simulations for two versions of the monomer-monomer force field. We evaluate corrections
to the simplest analytic theory based on thermal motion of the obstacle, which yields an exponential velocity
decay with applied force. For most orientations of the growing fiber tip, the corrections are small. However, for
orientations in which the surface of the growing fiber is parallel to the obstacle, large corrections are obtained
in the direction of reduced fiber velocity. These results are explained on the basis of the diffusion properties of
monomers near the fiber tip. It is also found that the mobility of the obstacle has little effect on the growth rate
over a broad range of possible values.

PACS number~s!: 87.15.Rn, 87.16.Ac, 87.17.Jj
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of biopolymers is a key ingredient in th
crawling motion and internal transport processes of alm
all eukaryotic cells. They crawl among each other and o
substrates by motion of the cytoplasm into protrusio
known as lamellipodia, filopodia, or microspikes accordi
to their shapes. The forces driving the extension of th
protusions are believed to come from the growth of a coll
tion of fibers assembled from monomers of the protein ac
The actin fibers are approximately 7 nm in diameter. With
opposing force, they can grow at velocities@1# of over 1
mm/sec at physiological actin concentrations@2,3# of 10–50
mM; the velocities of the cell protrusions are typically@4,5#
in the range of 0.1mm/sec. Actin fiber growth also ca
power the motion of bacteria and viruses through the
cytoplasm. The velocities usually range from 0.02 to 0.2mm/
sec, but velocities up to 1.5mm/sec have been observed. A
they move, they leave behind ‘‘comet tails’’ made up
actin fibers@6,7#. Recent experiments have studied the mi
mal ingredients necessary for such propulsion. For exam
Ref. @8# shows that polystyrene beads coated with a catal
agent for actin polymerization spontaneously move in c
extracts at velocities of 0.01 to 0.05mm/sec, forming comet
tails similar to those caused by bacteria and viruses. It
also been shown recently@9# that Listeria andShigellabac-
teria can move in a medium much simpler than a cell extr
containing in addition to actin monomers only the prote
Arp2/3 complex, actin depolymerizing factor, and cappi
protein. In particular, myosin-type motors are not necess
for motion driven by actin polymerization. The minimal in
gredients lead to velocities of 0.01 to 0.02mm/sec; supple-
mentation of this mix with other ingredients including pro
lin, a-actinin, and the vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprot
~VASP! protein increases the velocities up to 0.05mm/sec.
To our knowledge, there have been no measurements o
force-velocity relation for growing actin filaments. Howeve
recent measurements of the actin fiber density@10# and
Young’s modulus@11# at the leading edge of lamellipodi
would suggest forces on the order of 1 pN per fiber if
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~5!/7082~10!/$15.00
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fibers are contributing equally; this is roughly equal to t
basic force unit for fiber growth,kT/a, wherek is Boltz-
mann’s constant,T is temperature, anda52.7 nm is the
incremental fiber length per added monomer.

Microtubules, which are thicker fibers~22 nm! assembled
from tubulin subunits, also exert forces when they gro
Microtubule assembly and disassembly is crucial in intrac
lular processes such as mitosis, the formation of cilia a
flagella, and the transport of nutrients across the cell. Re
measurements@12# on microtubulesin vitro have yielded
explicit force-velocity curves. At zero force, the velocity
about 0.02mm/sec; with increasing force, the velocity drop
off roughly exponentially.

It is clear that growth of the fiber against a force results
a lowering of the system’s free energy if the opposing fo
is sufficiently small, since the exothermic contribution fro
the attachment of monomers at the end of the polymer
outweigh the work done to move the obstacle against
external force. The critical force at which polymerizatio
stops is determined by the balance of these two contr
tions. However, it is not yet understood in detail what facto
determine the rate of growth and the maximum force
which a useful speed can be obtained. The basic difficulty
the polymer’s growth process is that when the obstacle
pinges directly on the fiber tip, there is not enough room
a new monomer to move in. Thus the rate of growth must
connected to the fluctuations of either the obstacle or
filament tip, which create temporary gaps between the
and the obstacle. This effect has been treated explicitly in
‘‘thermal ratchet’’ model@13#. In this model one assume
that the obstacle must be a critical distancea from the tip for
growth to occur. The fiber is assumed to be rigid. The grow
rate is obtained by a solution of a drift-diffusion-type equ
tion. For conditions of slow growth, i.e., in which the time
add a monomer is much longer than the time it takes
obstacle to diffuse a distancea, this equation can be solve
analytically. The forward growth rate is proportional to th
probability that the obstacle-tip separation exceedsa. If de-
polymerization is sufficiently slow to be ignored, this yield
the following dependence of the velocityv on the opposing
force F:
7082 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 7083FORCE-VELOCITY RELATION FOR GROWING BIOPOLYMERS
v}exp~2Fa/kT!, ~1!

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant andT is the temperature
This result is equivalent to application of the principle
detailed balance@14#, on the assumption that the depolyme
ization rate is independent of the opposing force. This w
has been extended to flexible fibers at nonperpendicula
cidence@15,16#, and to interacting systems of fibers@17#. For
flexible fibers, it is again found that the velocity is propo
tional to the probability forming of a gap large enough
admit the next monomer.

It is the purpose of this paper to evaluate the for
velocity relation for growing fibers using a model more r
alistic than those used previously. The model used to de
Eq. ~1! does not explicitly treat the diffusion of monomers
the filament tip, but treats only the diffusive behavior of t
variable describing the distance between the obstacle an
tip. It is assumed that once this distance exceedsa that the
monomers can enter with a fixed probability independen
the tip-obstacle distance. This assumption needs to be ev
ated by explicit treatment of the diffusion of the monome
In addition, although the form of Eq.~1! is confirmed by the
force-velocity relation for microtubules@12# the decay rate of
the velocity with applied force was about twice as large
expected from Eq.~1!. One possible explanation of this, su
gested by Mogilner and Oster@17#, is subsidy effects be
tween the 13 fibers comprising a microtubule ‘‘protofil
ment.’’ We intend to investigate the extent to which oth
mechanisms can account for such discrepancies.

II. MODEL

Our model system contains a fiber of protein monom
growing against a flat rigid obstacle in two dimensions, at
angleu i relative to the obstacle’s normal vector. We will b
mainly interested in the actin system, but the basic physic
our results is relevant to any fiber growing against an
stacle. Our choice of two dimensions is dictated mainly
computational practicality: the simulations took over tw
weeks of CPU time on a Compaq 21264 processor and
preliminary studies indicate that the three-dimensional sim
lations take about 30 times longer. The fundamental unit
the simulation are the monomers; their internal and rotatio
degrees of freedom are assumed to be included in our e
tive interaction energies. The motions of the monomers
the obstacle are treated via Langevin dynamics. Thez direc-
tion is taken as the growth axis, with the obstacle paralle
the x direction. The coordinates of the monomer centers
mass are given byrW i , and thez-coordinate of the obstacle i
called Z. The Langevin equations for this system a
m i

21drW i /dt5FW i1 fW i(t) for the monomers andmO
21dZO /dt

5FO1 f O(t) for the obstacle, where them ’s are mobilities,
F denotes deterministic interaction forces, andfW i and andf O
are random forces satisfying

^ f i
x~ t ! f j

x~ t8!&5^ f i
z~ t ! f j

z~ t8!&52m i
21kTd i j d~ t2t8!, ~2!

^ f i
x~ t ! f j

z~ t8!&50, ~3!
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^ f O~ t ! f O~ t8!&52mO
21kTd~ t2t8!. ~4!

The Langevin equations are implemented with a fin
time stepDt following the procedure of Ref.@18#:

rW i~ t1Dt !5rW i~ t !1Dtm iFW i~ t !1gW ~ t !AkTm i , ~5!

and

Z~ t1Dt !5Z~ t !1DtmOFW O~ t !1h~ t !AkTmO, ~6!

where gW (t) and h(t) are random functions with zero tim
average, satisfying

^gx~ t !gx~ t8!&5^gz~ t !gz~ t8!&5^h~ t !h~ t8!&52Dtd tt8 .
~7!

To implement the last set of correlations, at each time s
we chooseh from a uniform random distribution between
2A6Dt to A6Dt, andgW from a disk of radiusA8Dt.

Since all of the monomers, including those in fiber, a
allowed to move in the simulations, this simulation approa
treats explicitly both the diffusion effects around the fiber
and the fluctuations in the shape of the fiber and the posi
of the tip relative to the obstacle.

A. Force laws

The obstacle experiences an external force of magnit
Fext in the 2z direction. In the absence of reliable forc
fields for the monomer-monomer interactions, we use
simple model form for the interactions which has a line
filament as the lowest-energy structure. This form conta
two-body and three-body interactions. The two-body inter
tions are repulsive and have the form

V2~r i j !5Vrepexp@2k rep~r i j 2a!#; ~8!

the three-body interaction energy has the form

V3~rW i j ,rW ik!5Vattexp@2katt~r i j 2a!#

3exp@2katt~r ik2a!#~a1cosu i j !, ~9!

with 0,a,1. It is attractive for u i j .cos21(2a). The
monomer-obstacle interactions have only a two-body rep
sive component, and have the form

W2~zi !5Vobstexp@2kobstuzi2~Z2a!u#. ~10!

The forces are obtained as gradients of these energy te
The energies are modified by the subtraction of appropr
constants to force the interaction energy to go to zero a
cutoff distancer max ~in the case of the three-body terms th
means that the energy vanishes if eitherr i j or r ik becomes
greater thanr max).

We use two parameter sets, whose values are give
Table I. These two parameter sets are chosen mainly
sample different shapes of the ‘‘basin of attraction’’ for th
addition of a monomer, and by no means exhaustiv
sample the range of possible model force fields. The fi
corresponds to a narrow basin of attraction. The large va
of a means that the three-body terms are positive only fo
small range of angles. This is partly compensated for by
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7084 PRE 62A. E. CARLSSON
choice of prefactors to avoid the binding energy becom
too small. We will call this the ‘‘hard’’ force field. The cor
responding energy contours are shown in Fig. 1~a!. The ra-
dius of the basin of attraction, or the region over which t
force pulls the next monomer into its minimum-energy po
tion, is about a tenth the size of a monomer, which wo
correspond to a few angstroms for actin monomers. Fig
1~b! shows the energy contours for the parameters co
sponding to a wider basin of attraction, which is about h
the size of a monomer. We call this the ‘‘soft’’ force field
For both of the force fields, the binding energies are v
large compared tokT, so that monomer subtraction from th
fiber does not occur in the simulations. This is a reasona
approximation; from the measured on and off constants
Ref. @1#, the ratio of on to off rates at physiological act
monomer concentrations would be less than 0.01. We
that the ‘‘hard’’ force field is more physically significan
since its persistence length is 2650 monomers, which wo
correspond to 7.2mm for actin, in comparison with the ex
perimental value@19# of about 7mm; that for the ‘‘soft’’
force field is 3.7mm.

With regard to the mobilities, the only physically releva
factor is the ratio of the obstacle mobility to the monom
mobility, since multiplicative changes in all the mobilitie
simply serve to scale up the fiber growth velocities; the
will thus factor out of our velocity results, which are scal
by 1/mkT. For most of our simulations we use a mobility
the obstacle equal to that of the monomers for simplic
This would correspond to identifying the obstacle with a p
of a fluctuating membrane rather than an entire rigid parti
We have varied the obstacle mobility in a few cases, w
results to be discussed below.

B. Filament-growth procedure

A typical physiological concentration of actin~10 mM! is
low in the sense that the average spacing between a
monomers is about 60 nm, roughly ten times the monom
size. This means that the probability that two free monom
are near enough to interact with each other is very small.
this reason we adopt a growth procedure in which only o
free monomer at a time interacts with the tip. This is acco
plished as follows. We start with a fiber of six monome
pointing in thez direction at their equilibrium spacing. A fre
monomer is then added at a point on a circle of radiusR
centered on the next attachment site@20# ~defined as one
monomer spacing beyond the monomer at the fiber tip!. We
chooseR52.5a, which places the added monomer well b
yond the interaction range of the monomer at the tip. T
relative probabilities of monomer addition at different poin
on the circle are proportional to exp@2W2(z)/kT#. This

TABLE I. Parameters used in simulations. Energies are give
units ofkT, k parameters in units ofa21, andr max in units ofa, the
equilibrium monomer spacing.

Force
field Vrep Vatt Vobst k rep katt kobst a r max

Hard 141.3 6510 19.14 8.267 4.960 4.960 0.940 1.4
Soft 257.5 2151 27.44 7.666 4.600 4.600 0.770 1.5
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weighting is accomplished by choosing a random number
each potential addition point; if this random number is le
than exp@2W2(z)/kT#, then this point is rejected and anoth
one is chosen. A new point is also chosen if the monom
overlaps the fiber~i.e., its distance to the fiber is less tha
r max). The system is then stepped forward in time accord
to the procedure described above, until one of two poss
termination events occur:

~1! The monomer diffuses outside of theR circle. In this
case it is restarted on the circle as above. If the obstacle a
the fiber, the position of the monomer is constrained to

in

2

FIG. 1. Energy contours for a monomer approaching a fiber
with hard ~a! and soft~b! force fields. Contour heights correspon
to integer multiples ofkT, with lighter corresponding to lower en
ergies. The length units are nm, assuming a monomer step siz
2.7 nm as for actin.
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PRE 62 7085FORCE-VELOCITY RELATION FOR GROWING BIOPOLYMERS
out of the interaction range of the obstacle.
~2! The monomer attaches to the tip. In this case, ano

monomer is started on theR circle.
In this way, the CPU time that is used in the simulation

focused on the time that the monomers spend close to the
A snapshot of a typical simulation configuration in the p
pendicular incidence case (u i50) is shown in Fig. 2.

One can use the computed growth rates to predict gro
rates for low concentrationsc, by multiplying the computed
rates by the probabilityP(c) of finding a monomer inside
the R circle. We obtain this probability numerically as

P~c!5
1

cEr ,R
exp@2U~rW !/kT#d2r , ~11!

whereU(rW) is the energy~from both fiber and obstacle! as-
sociated with placing a monomer at the pointrW, and the
coordinates are given with respect to the next attachm
point @21#. Points in the basin of attraction~negativeU) are
excluded from the integral. We plot our force-velocity rel
tions in terms of the force acting between the obstacle
the fiber tip. This exceeds the external force applied on
obstacle by an amount corresponding to the viscous dra
the obstacle as it moves through the medium. The total fo
is thus given asF5Fext1v/mO .

III. RESULTS

Our simulations involve ten runs, each of which involv
the addition of 30 monomers to the fiber tip. This corr
sponds to a statistical uncertainty ofA1/30056% in the
growth velocities. Typical results for the fiber length as
function of time are shown in Fig. 3. Note that there are
backwards steps because the parameters that are used
force field result in an exothermic enthalpy for monom
addition that exceedskT by at least a factor of 20. We use
concentration corresponding to one monomer per squar
side 20a; in our model, velocities at other concentratio
would be given by a linear proportionality.

FIG. 2. Typical fiber-obstacle configuration during simulations
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A. Force-velocity relation

Figure 4~a! shows growth velocity~solid circles! vs ap-
plied force for the hard force field@cf. Fig. 1~a!# at perpen-
dicular incidence. For comparison, a curve proportional
exp(2Fa/kT) is shown. The simulation results give notic
ably lower velocities at finite applied forces than the exp
nential prediction. The discrepancy is about 65% atFa/kT
51, and 85% atFa/kT52.5. The results can be roughl
fitted to a different exponential curve, of the form
exp(21.7Fa/kT). Thus the growth velocity is much mor
sensitive to force than the thermal-ratchet model would p
dict. Figure 4~b! shows similar results for the soft force fiel
@cf. Fig. 1~b!#, again for perpendicular incidence. The fre
fiber growth velocity is about twice that for the hard forc
field because the attraction basin is larger. The discrepan
between the simulation results and the analytic theory
comparable to those seen for the hard force field, but so
what less pronounced. The discrepancy atFa/kT52.5 is
70%, and the exponential fit curve is exp(21.5Fa/kT). The
open diamonds in Fig. 4~a! correspond to the results of vary
ing the mobility mO ; for the leftmost one the mobility is
doubled, and for the rightmost one it is reduced by a facto
10. The effects of these variations are very minor, as p
dicted by the ‘‘thermal-ratchet’’ model@13#.

Figure 4~c! shows results for oblique incidence, usingu i
545° and the hard force field. Because of phase space
siderations, we expect these results to be more typical o
average growing fiber than those foru i50. The quantity
plotted on the horizontal axis is the vertical force; the co
ponent projected on the fiber growth direction is smaller b

FIG. 3. Representative plot of the number of monomers in fi
vs the number of time steps. Obtained forFa/kT51.5, u i50, and
the hard force field.
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FIG. 4. Growth rates~solid circles! vs the total forceF. ~a! Hard force field, perpendicular incidence.~b! Soft force field, perpendicular
incidence.~c! Hard force field, 45° incidence. Rates are given in units ofmkTc, wherem is the monomer mobility andc is the concentration.
Force is given in units ofa/kT. The solid line corresponds to exponential decay@cf. Eq. ~1!#. Diamonds in~a! correspond to the mobility
enhanced by a factor of 2~left! and reduced by a factor of 10~right!. Dashed curves correspond to the theory of Eq.~12!.
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factor of 1/A2. Thus the thermal-ratchet prediction@13# for
this case isv}exp(2Fa/A2kT). It is seen that the correc
tions to the exponential dependence are much smaller
oblique incidence than foru i50. The largest discrepancie
are about 30% in the rangeFa/kT51 to 1.5. The decay rate
at the highest force values actually seems to be slower
that in the exponential curve. We believe that this is cau
by two factors. The first is that, as will be discussed belo
there is a non-negligible probability of monomer additi
even below the critical height for the obstacle. The secon
bending of the filament as a result of the applied forces.
example, atFa/kT52.5, we find that the tip of the fiber a
the end of the growth process~when it is 36 monomers long!
is bent about 15° relative to the 45° angle at the base.
bending is proportional to the square of the fiber length, a
or

an
d
,

is
r

e
d

the observed velocities correspond to a weighted averag
the bending between long and short fibers. The filam
bending is expected to cause the growth rate to increase s
the projection of the applied force on the growth axis b
comes smaller, and also diffusion to the tip becomes l
restricted.~We are plotting the monomer addition rate, n
the rate of growth in thez direction.! We have in fact ob-
served that the growth rates become larger for longer fib
This may be partly due to such bending effects, and pa
due to the fluctuations of the fiber tip. The latter may
estimated in terms of the effective elastic modulus of
fiber tip. As defined by Mogilner and Oster@15#, the modu-
lus is k54lkT/ l 3 sin2 ui , wherel is the persistence lengt
andl is the length of the fiber. The rms vertical fluctuation
the fiber tip is thenAkT/k. With the persistence length o
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2650 monomers resulting from the hard force field, we fi
that the rms vertical fluctuation exceeds the monomer siz
a fiber length of 17 monomers.

B. Interpretation

We believe that the corrections seen in the perpendic
incidence case@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!# result from the restriction
of monomer diffusion to the fiber tip by the impinging ob
stacle. Such restriction will occur even when the obstacle
elevated by a distancea or more. Figure 5~a! shows energy
contours for a monomer approaching a tip oriented perp
dicular to the obstacle, when the obstacle is elevated a
tance 1.25a relative to its equilibrium position forFa/kT

FIG. 5. Energy contours for a monomer approaching a fiber
with a hard force field, in the presence of an obstacle. Contours
as in Fig. 1.~a! Perpendicular incidence.~b! 45° incidence.
d
at

ar

is

n-
is-

51.0. The contours are at integer multiples ofkT. The easily
accessible paths corresponding to energies less thankT are
confined to a narrow band by the presence of the obsta
This is expected to slow the diffusion to the tip. Effectivel
the monomers must travel through a tunnel in order to ge
the basin of attraction near the tip. Another possible exp
nation for the observed effect would be that even in the
gion with energy less thankT, there is a finite energy from
the interaction with the obstacle. However, this energy
proportional to the the length scale of the interaction betw
the obstacle and the monomers. In a few cases, we h
made this length scale five times smaller, and the veloci
are unchanged to within a few percent. Therefore, t
monomer-obstacle interaction energy does not seem to be
major factor, but rather the blocking effects of the obstac
In the oblique incidence case@cf. Fig. 5~b!#, the obstacle is at
a height of aa(1/A210.25) since in the thermal-ratche
model an elevation of onlya/A2 is required to allow a new
monomer in. Here, one sees that the diffusion paths are fa
unrestricted, and the corrections should be small as obser

To make this physical picture more precise, we have c
culated the velocities for model fiber configurations in whi
the obstacle is held at a fixed distance from the fiber tip. T
results are shown in Figs. 6~a!–6~c! for the hard and soft
force fields, respectively, at perpendicular incidence, and
hard force field at 45° incidence. The edge of the obstacl
defined as the point where the monomer-obstacle interac
energy is equal tokT. Thus whenZ50, the interaction en-
ergy of the last monomer in the fiber with the obstacle iskT.
For perpendicular incidence, the velocity atZ/a51 is nearly
zero for both force fields; the velocity comes within 20%
the free-growth velocity only forZ/a.2. For 45° incidence,
the velocity is a quarter of the free-fiber value already
Z/a cos 45°51, and the velocity is appreciable even for va
ues ofZ less than this critical value. These results are
pected on the basis of the energy contours in Fig. 5.

The appropriate generalization of Eq.~1! is then the fol-
lowing:

v~F !5E
0

`

v~Z!P~Z,F !dZ, ~12!

where F is the force, Z is the obstacle position, an
P(Z,F)5(const)exp(2E/kT) is the probability of a certain
value of Z. Here the obstacle-fiber interaction energy isE
5W2(z2Z)1FZ, where z is the z coordinate of the last
monomer in the fiber. Equation~12! reduces to Eq.~1! if
v(Z) has the form of a step function beginning at aZ5a,
andW2 is sufficiently short ranged. The dashed lines in Fi
4~a!–4~c! correspond to a numerical evaluation of Eq.~12!.
For all three cases, the agreement with the simulation res
is quite close, with the largest discrepancies of about 3
occurring for small but nonzero forces. Thus the gradual r
of the velocity seen in Figs. 6~a!–6~c!, as opposed to an
abrupt jump, is at the heart of the observed effect for perp
dicular incidence. We note that for 45° incidence, the no
negligible velocities in Fig. 6~c! for Z,acos45° will, ac-
cording to Eq.~12!, lead to a reduced decay rate in the forc
velocity relation. This was indeed seen in Fig. 4~c!.

As noted above, in the case of 45° incidence, substan
fluctuations occur in the position of the filament tip, excee

p
re
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FIG. 6. Fiber growth rates with fixed tip-fiber spacing.~a! Hard force field, perpendicular incidence.~b! Soft force field, perpendicular
incidence.~c! Hard force field 45° incidence.Z is measured relative to the point at which the tip-fiber interaction energy iskT. Rates are
given in units ofmkT/c, wherem is the monomer mobility andc is the concentration.
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ing one monomer size by the time the filament has reach
length of 17 monomers. These are naturally included in
simulations. However, we feel that the fluctuations are
the crucial effect in the difference between the perpendic
and 45° cases. As summarized in Eq.~12!, the important
factor in determining the velocity is the distributionP(Z,F)
of distances between the monomer and the tip. Regardle
fluctuations, the fiber is still exerting an average force oF
on the obstacle, and vice versa. Therefore,P(Z,F) will still
decay exponentially withZ. On the other hand, if the ob
stacle were so much less mobile that the time for it to fl
tuate a distancea from the tip exceeded the time for a mon
mer to diffuse to the basin of attraction, then the membr
fluctuations would become the determining factor.

IV. SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS TO SIMPLIFICATIONS
OF THE MODEL

The calculations described above make a number of s
plifying assumptions. The major ones are the use of tw
a
e
t

ar

of

-

e

-
-

instead of three-dimensional simulations, and the choice
ad hocforms for the monomer-monomer and monomer-fib
interactions. In this section we address the likely errors a
ing from these simplifications.

A. Dimensionality

In order to get an idea of how much the results obtain
here would carry over to a three-dimensional calculation,
analyze a simplified diffusion model. The basic idea of th
model is that the ‘‘tunnels’’ that the monomers must pa
through, either on the left or the right, to get to the basin
attraction, provide a diffusion resistanceRtunnel. This resis-
tance is defined as the ratio of the concentration differe
between the ends of the tunnel and the current flow
through the tunnel. A key physical parameter is then the ra
h5Rtunnel/Rfree, whereRfree is the diffusion resistance asso
ciated with the motion of monomers from the edge of t
simulation region to the basin of attraction in the absence
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the obstacle. Ifh is large, then the effects of the obstacle
the rate of diffusion of monomers to the fiber tip will b
correspondingly large.

To evaluateRtunnel in two dimensions, we model the tun
nels as shown in Fig. 7. Each is a strip~shaded in the figure!
of height h and lengthL, leading to the basin of attraction
which has width 2a. The heighth corresponds to the width
of the path available for monomer diffusion to the tip, wh
the tip elevation exceeds the minimum value ofa by a small
amountdz. Roughly speaking,dz would correspond toh.
One readily shows that in this geometry,Rtunnel5L/2Dh,
whereD is the diffusion constant.~Note that the factor of
two in the denominator comes from the fact that there
two tunnels supplying currents in parallel.! In three dimen-
sions, we use a torus geometry for the tunnel, with heighh,
outer radiusL1a, and inner radiusa. In this case one ob
tains Rtunnel5 ln(L/a11)/2pDh. To evaluateRfree we model
the basin of attraction as a disk in two dimensions an
sphere in three dimensions, the radius in each case beina.
The source of current is a circular or spherical boundary w
radius b. For these cases, standard calculations@22# give
Rfree5 ln(b/a)/2pD in two dimensions and Rfree5(1
2a/b)/4paD in three dimensions. We thus obtain

h2D5pL/h ln~b/a! ~13!

and

h3D52a ln~L/a11!/h~12a/b!. ~14!

These parameters roughly describe the reduction of the
locity by the restricted-diffusion effects near the fiber tip. W
do not have precise estimates of them, but we can v
roughly estimate them on the basis of the energy contour
the perpendicular-incidence case, Fig. 5~a! would suggest a
value of 1 nm forL as the distance over which the tunnel si
is constant, and a value of 0.5 nm forh as the separation
between the tip and the first energy contour. The parameb
has the value 6.75 nm used in the simulations. A value of
nm for a is obtained by fittingRfree to our simulation veloci-
ties in the absence of the obstacle, and is also consistent
the size of the white attraction region in Fig. 5~a!. Using

FIG. 7. Schematic rendering of the diffusion model.
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these values gives an estimate of 2.5 forh2D, which in the
simplest analysis would correspond to an increase in the
fusion resistance by a factor of 3.5, commensurate with
observed velocity reductions at high forces. At oblique in
dence, Fig. 5~b! would suggest a much larger value ofh,
leading to a much smaller value ofh2D , again consistent
with the simulation results.

The ratio of the strength of the effect in three dimensio
to that in two dimensions is then given by

h3D/h2D52a ln~L/a11!ln~b/a!/pL~12a/b!. ~15!

Using the above values of the model parameters, we ob
an estimate of 0.98 forh3D/h2D at perpendicular incidence
indicating that the dimensionality effects are not too stro
This result is more sensitive to the value ofL than to a.
Halving or doublingL changesh3D/h2D to 1.24 and 0.72,
respectively. Increasing or reducinga by a factor of two
changesh3D/h2D only very little, to 0.99 and 0.88, respec
tively. In any case, for a large variation of parameter valu
the magnitude of the effect in three dimensions is quite co
parable to that in two dimensions.

B. Monomer-monomer interactions

The greatest simplification made in our interaction mo
is that the filament is treated as a straight line of monom
whereas in actin filaments the monomers attach on alter
ing sides of the fiber, and in microtubules they are arran
in a spiral. This precludes quantitative comparison with d
for these systems. As pointed out in Sec. III, however,
main feature determining the strength of the effects fou
here is the orientation of the top of the fiber relative to t
plane of the obstacle. Thus the correction terms that
found here will be important to the extent that, during t
process of fiber growth, configurations are encountered
which the top of the fiber tip is parallel to the obstacle. Th
could occur, for example, in the growth of actin fibers aw
from perpendicular incidence, at angles where the plane
termined by the two monomers at the tip is parallel to t
obstacle. It can also occur in principle if a flexible membra
‘‘drapes’’ itself over the face of the fiber even if this face
not parallel to the average orientation of the obstacle. Ho
ever, membranes will usually be too stiff for this effect to
important. Typical values@23# for the bending modulik of
lipid bilayers are on the order of 10219 J. The radius of
curvatureR for bending induced by a filament exerting
forceF on a membrane would be roughlyk/F. Using typical
forces of 10212 N or less generated by the growth of biolog
cal filaments, we obtainR5100 nm, considerably larger tha
the size of a monomer. Over the cross section of a monom
only very small effects of membrane bending would then
observed.

The aspect of the monomer-monomer field that affects
results most strongly is the potential-energy surface fo
monomer approaching the tip, as seen for example in Fig
and 5. The precise form of this surface chosen here is
coursead hoc. Nevertheless, the general form of the var
tion of the energy surface is likely correct. A monomer r
siding in its preferred position at the tip of the fiber will hav
a substantial barrier to sideways motion, as indicated by
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long persistence lengths of actin filaments and microtubu
Extending the effective elastic modulus defined by Mogiln
and Oster@15# to define a spring constant for the sidewa
motion of a single monomer, the basis of these persiste
lengthsl, one obtainske f f54lkBT/a3, wherea is the mono-
mer size. For actin fibers, using a value of 7m for the per-
sistence length@19#, anda52.7 nm, one finds thatke f fdx2

5kBT for dx50.05 nm. This corresponds to a very rap
variation of the energy in the vicinity of the minimum, as w
obtain here. The major feature of the force field entering
simulations is the width of the ‘‘funnel’’ leading to this mini
mum. We are not able to establish this width precisely. Ho
ever, we feel that a value much greater than 3.5 nm,
value for the soft force field obtained visually from Fig. 1~b!,
is unrealistic. Comparing the observed fiber growth rate
100 monomers/sec at a monomer concentration of 10mM
and a diffusion constant of (326)310212 for actin mono-
mers in the cell cytoplasm@24#, one obtains, according t
diffusion-limited reaction-rate theory@25#, a classical reac-
tion radius of about 0.3 nm. We feel that this preclude
basin of attraction size exceeding this by more than an o
of magnitude. In sum, we believe that the most physica
reasonable range of possibilities for the shape of
potential-energy profile near the fiber tip is spanned by
present calculations.

It is possible for long-ranged electrostatic interactions
tween the monomers and the tip to be present, and thes
excluded from the present model. Such interactions wo
induce a slowly varying potential field around the fiber t
The main effect of such a potential field would be to increa
or decrease the local density of monomers. This would af
the absolute velocities of the growth velocity, but would n
change the ratio of the velocity at a finite force to that at z
force.

C. Monomer-obstacle interactions

The key parameter in the interaction between the mo
mers and the obstacle is the length range of the interac
potential. The magnitude of the prefactor in front of the e
ponential will not affect the results, since the position of t
sheet will adjust itself to achieve a position where the fo
from the monomers on the obstacle cancels the applied fo
and the energy at this point is determined entirely by
applied force and the length scale of the interaction poten
In the direction of ‘‘harder’’ interaction potentials the resu
do not seem to be sensitive to the length scale of the in
actions. As mentioned above, reducing this length scale
factor of five changed the simulation velocity by only a fe
percent. The effects of potential long-ranged contributions
the monomer-obstacle interactions depend on the sign
these contributions. If they are attractive, they will chan
the local monomer concentration and thus the absolute m
nitude of the velocity, but will not change the form of th
dependence of the velocity on applied force since the ene
changes from displacements on the order ofa will be domi-
nated by the hard repulsive component of the interac
potential.

However, if long-ranged repulsive interactions a
present, the scenario can become quite different. These i
actions will determine the energy required to displace
s.
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obstacle relative to its equilibrium positionr 0 for a given
force F, as well as the energy required to bring a monom
up to the obstacle. One readily shows that for a displacem
Dr small in comparison withkobst

21 the energy change is
DE(Dr )51/2FkobstDr 2, so that the energy change of liftin
the obstacle to a heighta becomes

DE~a!5Fa~kobsta/2!. ~16!

For a slowly varying force field,kobsta,1, so that the energy
required to raise the obstacle is greatly reduced. Howe
because of the long range of the interaction, an energ
required to bring the monomer up to the obstacle. This
given approximately byF/kobst, which could exceedFa by
a substantial amount. The net effect of these two contri
tions is a more rapid decay of the force-velocity relation, a
possibly corrections greater than those obtained here.

Another important physical effect that is missing from t
present simulations is the flexibility of the obstacle as
present in, for example, membranes. This flexibility has t
main effects: it results in lateral fluctuations so that at a giv
time, the obstacle is not flat, and it can cause the memb
to ‘‘drape’’ itself around the fiber at high forces. We see
straightforward way of establishing the importance of t
lateral membrane fluctuations in the present calculatio
However, in view of the large values of the bending rigidi
alluded to above, in comparison withkT, we believe that
these fluctuations are not a major factor. As mention
above, the ‘‘draping’’ effect is likely very small for biologi-
cal filament growth. It is, however, very possible@26# that
the fibers are attached to the membrane rather than floa
freely relative to it. Evaluating the importance of such effe
would require a plausible model for the attachment mec
nism, and these mechanisms are poorly understood
present.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The above results indicate that over most of the ‘‘phas
space of fibers growing against membranes, the expone
form ~1! for the force velocity relation is accurate to withi
30%. However, in cases where diffusion to the basin of
traction is limited either because the monomer faces are
allel to the obstacle, one should expect substantial cor
tions to the simple exponential form~1!. This could
potentially explain some of some of the discrepanc
pointed out in connection with the measured force-veloc
relation of Ref.@12#. However, our knowledge of the geom
etry at the point where the fiber interacts with the obstacl
not precise enough to establish the importance of
diffusion-rate effects and whether they exceed the subs
effects discussed in Ref.@17#.

These conclusions should be useful in explaining the
sic physics of motion based on actin polymerization. F
actin fibers pushing a membrane at perpendicular incide
the face of the growing fiber is not parallel to the membra
since the monomers alternately attach to different sides
the fiber. At any given time, the face of the fiber then form
an angle of about 45° to the plane of the membrane, indi
ing that the results in Fig. 4~c! should be the most relevan
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Thus the exponential behavior should be correct. The cor
tions could potentially be important in a narrow range
orientations in which the face of the fiber~during half of the
steps! is parallel to the membrane. If the fiber grows at
angle of 45°, the orientation of the fiber surface will alterna
between 0° and 90° relative to the membrane. One co
then expect substantial slowing in the steps which co
spond to 0°. In these cases, the fiber itself will also be fl
tuating, but as argued above this will not have a large ef
on the velocity unless the obstacle is very immobile.

Having more confidence in the force-velocity relatio
should enhance the reliability of actin-growth simulatio
performed with coarser models. Such simulations can tre
large number of actin fibers impinging on a membrane,
even the whole assembly impinging on an intracellu
pathogen. For example, in a recent study van Oudenaa
and Theriot@27# have simulated the propulsion of plast
beads in cell extracts with a model based on a numbe
fibers exerting forces on the beads. In their simulations,
assumed form is taken for the probability of the monom
addition to a fiber in terms of the time-averaged position
the fiber relative to the bead, or equivalently, the force act
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between the two. A better knowledge of the relationship
tween the force and the monomer addition rate can help
down the validity of the assumptions underlying such sim
lations. To the extent that the restricted-diffusion effects
important, they should have noticeable effects on the str
ture of membranes that are being pushed forward by col
tions of actin fibers. As a result of random fluctuations, so
fibers will eventually get ahead of others, and these will
exerting larger forces on the membrane. If the velocity dro
off rapidly with the force, then these fibers will be slowe
down significantly. This will result in the membrane surfa
being smoother than otherwise expected. Future work sho
treat such many-fiber effects, and also explore the effect
fiber growth angle and branching.
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